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1. 

For some, like me and my brother, dreaming of making the grade was the best thing that 

could ever happen to us. Throughout our entire childhood lives, my brother and I dreamed of Joining 

the Drone Army and wearing the smart white shining armour suits, and protecting the planet from 

evil aliens’ intent on invading our home from the skies above. For me though, growing up in the real 

world made me realise a job in the Drone patrol meant a proper pay cheque to give to my father and 

maybe earn his respect finally, while he cared for my constantly sick brother. For others though, like 

the guy I was reading about now in the tabloids, it was a life sentence that they would do anything 

to avoid, rather than put on the Queens uniform a day longer. He didn’t know how lucky he had it 

high in his ivory tower, with his wealthy family’s silver spoon thrust deep inside his mouth. But 

apparently he didn’t want to share his inheritance with anybody. Me, yeh, well I happily do my 

regulation national service in the front line, capturing the visitors as they ‘stepped through’ from 

whatever dimension that was now inundating us with the step overs.  

At first we thought it was just a joke, one of these ‘chance in a million’ encounters people have and 

post it on the internet when they meet somebody who bears a striking resemblance to themselves. 

But then it began happening more and more. People were posting pictures online of themselves and 

their doppelgangers from all over the world.  They were just turning up and knocking on the doors of 

their mirror selves, always with the same story. 

‘our planet is dying- we have burnt our planet up’  

They were the first of the Ambassadors from the other side known as Taured, coming in search of a 

safe haven. You can imagine the news headlines when they were given shaky iPhone video of The 

Prime Minister of London- Boris Johnson, slinking out from the misty shadows of Kensington 

Gardens alongside several burly security guards. The Same thing was happening over the water, 

where President Trump actually welcomed his doppelganger and his twitchy entourage up the stairs 

of the White house. It seemed to be a meeting in good faith, although rather awkward to say the 

least. One trump was bad enough…two, well that was just plain crazy. 

The Doppelgangers even took our cautious armies to the shimmering doorways from where they 

came, which for those watching eagerly in London was the local green in Kensington Gardens. 

 And we all held our breath and waited for the greatest illusion in history to happen since Dynamo 

walked across the Thames River. 



The media camped out for the best spot, calling it the hoax of the century, but just not quite sure 

what they were capturing as the next wave of refugees crossed over into our world. At first there 

were only a dozen or so high ranking officials, slowly fading into view as if walking through a misty 

curtain, then materializing whole as they stood mesmerised on the crisp morning wet dewy grass, 

breathing in our cool damp air with sheer delight. 

I watched them on the screen in the bar as they stood there cautious and wary. Most of those faces I 

recognised from the shows on television. Spitting images of Celebrities, I watched regularly, and      

M. Ps escorted by tag along back benchers, followed next by scientific men with brief cases clutched 

against their torsos. Secret servicemen walked alongside men with signet rings twinkling on chubby 

fingers. The smug ones you’d expect first to the lifeboats when the Titanic went down. 

I counted them as I sat at the bar drinking my third Guinness of the afternoon, just another day in 

the life of Kevin Doolan, and watched as we welcomed the intruders by means of our television 

cameras, and our own smug parliamentary ass kissers, and fake self-obsessed dignitaries who 

delighted in welcoming these things into our lives.      

162 fat faced corrupt doppelgangers stepped through that day, and disappeared into the crowd of 

secret servicemen and led away in black limousines, to secret meeting locations were they probably 

gathered for the chance to leer over their vain body doubles and actually have the opportunity to 

fuck themselves.  

Around the world, the same thing was happening. The cream of Taureds society ‘through there’ 

were stepping through the shimmering doorways ‘over here’ 

At the same time, we were also being invaded by the undesirables from other unofficial ‘portals’ 

that popped up haphazardly and without warning. Somebody ‘over there’ was profiting from illegally 

bringing desperate families through dodgy back engineered doors. But due to cheap imitations and 

shoddy methods of stepping through, the desperate families were only partially coming through. 

New forms of step throughs were appearing on Kensington Gardens now, ghostly weak images of 

desperate people who had illegally tried to skip the lines, and get their families to safety. Now they 

were neither here nor there, partially tuned in ghosts trapped in limbo and wandering lost between 

the shimmering curtains of both of the worlds. And once they had tried to come through, they could 

never return back to their home planet. Similarly, once the ‘wholes’ had come through, there was no 

going back for them either. It was a one-way ticket to ride. And we had to put them up somewhere. 

Why? Well they were family…weren’t they? 

And that’s when the back slapping merriment soon ended and the penny finally dropped for our 

leaders. These step overs, or “Ass Wholes” as some bright spark in the camp canteen was labelling 

them, were starting to cause us headaches. 

 

Our armies were put on high alert, cordons placed around these ‘Portals’ although nobody knew 

how big these doorways were. Or how many of them actually existed. They began building walls to 

keep them out. But, by now, refugee doppelgangers seemed to be spilling through at random.  Bus 

drivers, golfers, dentists, street sweepers, teens, hobos, drunks, mums, schoolchildren, all desperate 

to come through from their unbearable world, to the sanctuary of a world with its cool seasons, and 

only slightly worrying global warming problem. 

They all passed through saying the same thing, 

“there is no air left, we cannot breathe on Taured” 



But the dilemma now was where to put them?  

 

 

 

An emergency order was rushed through Parliament, decreeing it was now the responsibility of the 

family of any further doppelgangers entering the UK from Taured, to look after and take in any 

family member who appeared at their doorstep. A register would be compiled for all and any ‘whole’ 

step throughs to be monitored and until proper measures could be addressed, any legal matters 

containing to individuals seeking financial gain would be suspended. They had no idea as to how to 

contain the phantom step throughs though, so decided to be as sympathetic as they could…and 

ignore their plight completely. 

Well imagine it, doppelgangers coming over and demanding they be given subsidy handouts by our 

governments, or for siblings to hand over the keys to the inherited estates, or suing and counter 

suing each other for property they both held deeds for. Some desperate doppelgangers simply done 

away with their doppelganger copy, and took over their lives, making it impossible to know who was 

the real deal, and who had been murdered and buried in the cellar. 

And this was happening all over the world- and we couldn’t send them back to Taured. We couldn’t 

send them back because we didn’t know how too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

2. 

As I said, I had finally made the grade of Drone patroller three weeks after the first of the illegal step 

overs arrived, and I was sent to London with my Drone platoon to watch the perimeter fence around 

Kensington Gardens. It had taken so long for me to get clearance from the powers at Whitehall, 

everybody was worried about saboteurs. I had to complete another medical check over, explaining 

every scar and prosthetic fitting procedure I had had done. Most of the scars, my father had told me, 

were from the crash that killed my mother. I couldn’t remember that event in my life though. I even 

had to give details about my own grandmother and grandfather to the nth degree.  It seemed they 

too had been refugees of sorts themselves once upon a time, and fled Andorra during Hitler’s 

invasion of France, returning their ten years later, because they couldn’t stand to be away from their 

homeland. My father said little as I stood there in my shiny white Armor, and secretly I wished my 

mother could have been there to see me. Even my brother Kyle said I looked pretty cool for a 

change, the uniform reminded him of a Stormtrooper.  Joining the army though, meant it would be 

the first time ever for us to be separated since we were kids. We had always done everything 

together, football, school, playing truant when it was double maths. Folks could not tell us apart, we 

were identical, and we got away with murder as young kids.  At nights we would climb on top of the 

roof and watch the stars, and wonder if there were other planets out there fighting dog fights just 

like Luke sky walker and Darth Vader. Hell I even gave him one of my kidneys when he fell sick. He 

was always sick. And that was the reason he had been declined to join her Majesties forces. I had 

saved his life- but he never quite recovered completely. For this reason, I’m sure my father blamed 

me, almost to the point of rejection. I don’t think he was the same person after her death. He took it 

quite hard, and bottled his anger up I think. 

 So here I was, saying good bye to them both as I joined the fight to protect our planet. My brother 

lifted himself from the sofa, and slowly took me by the hand, gripping the leathery glove weakly, 

“watch yourself brother” 

I smiled, ruffling his hair, “look out for that kidney shithead- I might need it back” My father’s sad 

frown deepened as he hugged me awkwardly, “don’t let her down” he whispered in my ear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3. 

Our orders were to detain any of these undesirables who had managed to breach the 

perimeter walls and come through. I was tasked with detaining the ‘whole’ step throughs, as nobody 

had given any orders specifying what to do with the phantom step throughs yet. They just tended to 

drift around sobbing and reaching out to any freaked out passer-by who had strayed too close, only 

to be ignored and walked through with the waving of a disgusted hand, like an inconvenient floating 

cob web had tickled their face.  I watched one distressed phantom lady with a baby in her arm 

pleading for me to feed her child. How the hell was I meant to answer that as she thrust her ghostly 

kid in my face? I did however by brushing her apparition aside and suggest we invent a ghostbusting 

like trap, much to the disgust of my assigned drone handler Sargent Pete Tong.  

For our first assignment in saving the planet, we had taken over Refuge post number 12 – otherwise 

known as The Albert Hall, and it had quickly filled with our first batch of detainees.  The place was 

filled to the brim with 4000 ’wholes’ – I had to count them all. 4000 doppelgangers all looking for 

their families to come and rescue them. I would process the families as they waited in line, taking 

details of family addresses, and any other information that would be helpful in locating next of kin. 

Then we would pass them onto immigration for processing. Every now and again there would be a 

commotion as a phantom step through would wander inside the Albert Hall searching for family 

members who had managed to successfully step through whole. There would be tears and wailing as 

little could be done to intervene. Most of the phantoms understood, and left their relative’s or loved 

ones after seeing the distress on their faces. We would ask them to voluntarily leave the processing 

area and wait outside.  They were in effect dead, apparitions, floating around unable to move on.  

They couldn’t be heard; they couldn’t touch or eat anything. They could hear us, and they 

understood what had happened, and some even had some sort of reasoning. But apart from that 

they were just ghosts, casualties of the interplanetary migration. And they got everywhere. I tell you, 

it’s very disheartening when you’re on the crapper and one of those phantoms creeps through to 

watch you. You see them floating behind the news desk on tv, or hovering by the goalkeeper at 

Anfield while Liverpool are trying their best to avoid relegation.  I’ve even heard stories of couples 

on the job while these phantoms drop by and watch like it’s the Saturday matinee down the Ritz.   

My only query is can they climb stairs?  I never see them higher than ground floor. 

I eventually began to harbour thoughts of sympathy and sorrow for these people as I processed the 

thousands of shuffling refugees. It took its toll on me though as I heard worldwide numbers had 

reached over one and half a million in just six weeks. We all had sympathy for these poor souls- 

especially in India, but folks were starting to do the maths- when would it be too much for us? 

 

Unlike this guy though, the psychotic I watched today who actually done the unthinkable. I think he 

was some Lords son I had read about a while back. He had actually done it in front of the processing 

officer next to me.  How he got the gun, nobody knew, but it asked the question- was there any 

more out there, waiting to strike?  The answer to that question we found out shortly after the 

shooting was yes. I can only assume the step throughs had sympathisers back then. Maybe they 



were sleepers sent over before the mass invasion, watching and waiting, planning out the attack 

from behind ourbacks. The Step through had shot his doppelganger dead whilst awaiting the next 

processing line. He had stood there bold as brass, and blasted his carbon copy square between the 

eyeballs as he sat there at his processing desk. Apparently he had been watching his doppelganger 

for days, just staring back at him with utter contempt from the far end of the processing hall. I think 

he just snapped at the thought of his other self, never even acknowledging him probably because it 

meant having to give up half of his inheritance.  I stared at the blood on the desk, and laughed a 

weak disbelieving laugh as the man’s dead fingers still clutched the pen he was holding.  

This is the start of it.  

He had ran from the bloody desk, and we all had orders to lockdown shouted through some 

sergeants bull horn. Our orders were not to engage back then, watch and restrain was the order of 

the day. But when that guy pulled the trigger and ran back into the screaming crowd that day, all hell 

had broken lose.  

 My regiment hadn’t had a real battle up until The Albert Hall break out. “wipe out those dirty ass 

wholes” came over the radio as we watched them scatter into the night under the search light 

beams, like chickens from the coup. But I just watched on bemused from the row of sandbags as the 

gunfire cracked and the bluish tinted phantoms joined the panic. 

That was when I saw her as she fled passed me screaming alongside several other step throughs, her 

face white with terror and her hands covering her ears as gunfire erupted around us. I just watched 

on disbelieving as Sargent Pete propped against the sandbags next to me slowly raise his rifle and 

took aim at her. 

“what the fuck are you doing Sargent…. that’s my mother!” Sargent Pete just nodded, “Uhhu, and 

that’s my Auntie Doris over there” and then he opened fire. 

I’m not proud of what I did, but instinct stepped in and I rifle butted him in the side of the head. He 

fell over, spraying his Auntie Doris and the stampeding crowd in a wide arc. 

My mother lay on the ground sobbing, and when I reached down to her, she screamed in my face. I 

squatted by her side and smiled, “mum, it’s me…its Kevin” I began, and she stared into my eyes like 

a frightened child, then slapped me, and tried to flee. 

“Mum, wait…. wait!” I cried out as she turned towards the flares of the muzzles of another platoon 

firing blindly. I ran after her and rugby tackled her to the ground as confusion and screams echoed 

around us. We rolled together to the tree line and I reached around to cover her mouth as she 

screamed in terror. She bit down hard on the leather of my glove, and I felt my fingers crunch. 

Luckily, the prosthetic finger that replaced the digit I lost tree climbing as a kid, prevented her from 

clamping down any further. “Stop…. stop mum…please” I whispered as the gunfire continued.  She 

kept wriggling as shouts to ceasefire echoed in the tree line of the forest. 

She paused for a split second, eyeing me up and down as only a mother could, before cursing 

“no….no…. you’re not …you’re no son of mine!” then spat in my face as I recoiled in shock.  She then 

lashed out at me again, kicking me in the face and grabbed for my gun, before running off into the 

night screaming Victory to Taured. 

It was fucking madness after that, with soldier turning his gun on any fellow soldier who fired into 

the fleeing step throughs. I watched as hand to hand skirmishes from guys within our very own 

platoon took place out by the processing area, as I searched the darkness for a means to flee the 

scene. Explosions ruptured the walled perimeter to the doorway to Taured, and thousands of armed 



refugees spilled out into the cold misty night shrouding Kensington Gardens. The mingling bluish 

phantoms were even charging the wall now as they wafted passed with angry mouths wide open in 

silent war cries. I wiped the blood from my face and stumbled from Kensington Gardens down onto 

the main street. Even here there was madness as fights spilled out onto the street, doppelgangers in 

hand to hand combat with their panicked mirror images. Some wielded golf clubs as others swung 

chairs and any other household item that could be used to defend themselves. As I rounded one 

street corner I saw four identical men standing with fists raised in the middle of the road-a twin 

doppelgangers tag team fight! And then I immediately thought about my own twin brother.  

Shit, where are our doppelgangers?   

I took shelter in a house where two men seemed to have come to a stalemate and killed each other 

with kitchen implements. Which was probably going to be a common result if you thought about it. 

Both fighters knowing each other’s weaknesses. I stepped over the bodies and cautiously stepped 

inside to find the television blaring. 

The news reporter was telling of Detention centres around the world reporting the same story, the 

men from Taured were taking over our world by force. News reporters captured the chaotic riots 

from around the globe as images of panicked looting filled the screen. News flash banners scrolled 

the bottom of the screen telling of military missile strikes in the USA. And when cameras cut to 

President Trump on the steps to the Whitehouse he was holding aloft the severed head of his 

doppelganging counterpart exclaiming Victory to the men of Taured.  

The same went for his allied friend Prime minister Boris Johnston in number ten Downing street, 

who appeared from the doorway with a large silver platter declaring Victory to the men of Taured, 

before proudly lifting the lid to expose his own counterparts severed head with an apple in his 

mouth. 

 I doubled over a threw up on my boots, my head already doing the maths. They had planned this all 

along. But for how long? 

I had to get home to warn my father and Kyle, he wouldn’t be able to fight off that mad woman who 

I thought was my mother. I just hope she hadn’t teamed up with my evil doppelganger twins and 

was now making her way to our flat. 

I ran down the main square until I found an abandoned car up on the pathway, the owner was 

struggling to fend of two Taureds by the looks of things, and I wondered what role she had played in 

the family. It looked like mother and daughter had ganged up on the other mother, and were busy 

smashing her head in with a couple of garden gnomes. She had probably embraced these creatures 

in with open arms and fed them happily before succumbing to a porcelain grumpy and sneezy to the 

cranium. I jumped into the idling Vauxhall and floored the accelerator, reversing away from the 

madness without bothering about the twisted open passenger door that flapped in the wind with 

each turn of the wheel. 

The streets were crawling with looters intent to see London burn. I’m not even sure if the majority of 

rioters were Taureds to tell the truth, I reckon most were just folks angry at the way society had 

isolated them, so they just joined in and thought what the hell.   

I saw prams upturned on the footpaths and prayed nobody was so callous as to kill a doppelganger 

child, then I thought of worse things. Families who had lost children in Taured and wanted a 

replacement child. It didn’t stop there, I thought about men who had lost girlfriends, and were out 



hunting for the doppelganger of their lost love. Would they try to woo the girl over this side, or 

simply take her and kill their opponent?  

Oh god this was madness 

 My thoughts were interrupted as a large slab of concrete smashed through the windscreen, and I 

swerved the car to avoid a large group of youngsters stood over a burning oil drum, and armed with 

large machetes. One jumped inside the open passenger door as I jolted to a stop and began swinging 

his weapon towards me without even asking for my wallet or phone, but I crunched the gears into 

reverse and spun the wheel, trapping his legs under the door. He screamed and dropped the 

machete on the passenger seat as the wheels pulled him under the swinging door, and I felt a 

satisfying thud below as I rocked in the driving seat. 

 

A few minutes later I screeched the car to a halt by the carpark of my flat, and grabbed the machete 

before running into the lobby where the lifts were.  I waited for the doors to open and had to jump 

back when the body on the floor reached up a bloody hand to me.  The stairs seemed the safer 

option. Less chance of a beating in a closed room. 

As I thought, nobody was daft enough to take the stairs, not even a weight conscious Taured tonight. 

I quickly made my way to the fifth floor and cautiously opened the stairwell door. I quickly ran to the 

far end of the corridor and froze when I saw the door to our flat swinging ajar. 

I raised my machete and inched along the walls to the door frame and listened for a struggle, but 

heard only the sobbing inside. Surprise was the best option I thought, and kicked in the door only to 

be met with the scene of my father embracing the mad woman I had hoped would be my mother’s 

replacement. She turned and stared at me as I saw the frozen look of confusion on my brother Kyles 

face from the sofa. 

“where are they Kyle, were are the muthu’ fucking doppelgangers?” I said brandishing my machete 

and peering into the kitchen behind my father. He frowned back in confusion as my Taured mother 

began laughing at me. 

“tell him Dougie,”” she sneered, “he thinks they are twins” and with that she began laughing at me. I 

stared at my father for some help but he was under her spell, as any man would be after seeing his 

dead wife return to him after three years. 

“Dad?”  I began to get slightly worried as she lifted my stolen gun towards me. 

“There is no doppelganger twins you dumb Terra fuck, and you’re no son of mine!”  

Now it was both me and Kyle who stared at the adults in the room with hanging jaws, and I realised 

now why he had been so distant with me 

“wh…..” but before I could ask him anything, Kyles mother raised my gun and shot me through the 

chest, and as I stumbled on my feet I heard Kyles father laughing as he ruffled Kyles hair… 

…Victory to the Taured Men! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


